Purpose of this document:

You got a Security Optimization Service report and you want to verify why/if a user has the critical authorization.

Example: SOS reports that TEGI_SOS has the authorization Object S_ADMI_FCD with S_ADMI_FCD = PADM

Procedure:

Start **transaction SU56 on the analyzed system** (not on the Solution Manager) and change the analyzed user (F5)

Enter the user that you want to analyze. If you want to get all authorizations displayed leave the Authorization Obj. as ‘*’. Hit Execute (F8).

Your input for the authorization object can contain placeholders. 
Plus (+) stands for exactly one char. and asterisk (*) for any number of chars.

**Input Help:**
Authorization objects for which the user has authorizations.
You’ll get a long list of authorizations:

**Hi ‘Find’ (Ctrl+F)**

Enter the searched authorization and start the search (F8)
Scroll down to the findings and expand the line.

And you'll find the role that is assigned to the user and includes the critical authorization.